


 
Thanks for your interest in the  
ViBR™ series Radionics hardware... 
 
The VIBR™ is a compact, durable 
experimental generator of Scalar 
Electromagnetic Waves and Bioplasmic 
(Orgone) fields. 
 
The VIBR™ is a portable benchtop  device. 
The characteristics of it’s subtle energy field 
are conditioned during fabrication by a 
proprietary Scalar Electromagnetic field 
treatment process pioneered at Wizzers 
Workshop. 
 
Employing unique Orgone engineering 
concepts, the VIBR™ series combine the 
Bioplasmic properties of Ergonite™ with the 
legendary penetration ability and close 
affinity for Radionic information patterns of 
Scalar Electromagnetic Waves. 
 
The heart of the ViBR™ is the output 
module, and the heart of that is a compact 
and powerful Scalar EM Wave emitter.  



 
 
 
This emitter core is embedded within a complex casting of 
cascaded densities of Ergonite™, arranged to intensify and 
focus the Scalar EM Waves and generate a Bioplasmic Field 
around the device.  
 
The coil winding used is a series-quadrifilar toroidal mobius 
variant invented at Wizzers Workshop, based on the helical 
cable SFG concepts originally published by Rev. Curtis 
Wallace. Two or more paired coils form the heart of a 
modern, durable, and efficient Scalar Wave emitter, 
designed for radionics and other experimental use.  
 
The  Ergonite™ recipe and conditioning process are carefully 
controlled during fabrication, to produce a combined Scalar 
EM & Bioplasma emission that is far less ‘raw’ than that 
produced by many cruder devices, built to cash in on the 
‘Scalar Wave’, ‘Orgone’ or ‘Radionics’ hype, but lacking any 
substantive design advancement over work done in the 
1930s-1950s. 
 
At this writing, the design of the Scalar Wave emitter 
represents 7+ years of refinement. During that time, many 
basic design principles have been published independantly 
and made available online, in support of the alternative 
health and alternative science community.  
 
The ViBR™ series represent the most advanced 
embodiment of the Orgono-Scalar devices created at 
Wizzers Workshop, and include design elements not placed 
in the public domain. Where possible, design improvements 
are implemented in real-time on all pending orders. 



 

These items are hand-built in small quantities. I enjoy building 

them, yet I also have other projects which make demands on 

my time. Current lead time is on average six months, it may be 

more or less. While this lead time may be too long for some, it 

is the nature of the system that I have in place at this time. If 

you are content to wait out the lead time, I will happy to give 

your order the personal attention it deserves. 

 

Since the work is done in small batches, it is possible to 

customize your item in many ways not embraced in a mass-

manufacturing setting. A little farther into this document, 

options available for the ViBR™ will be listed. 

 

To place an order, 50% is required as a deposit, after which 

your item will be added to the worklist. While your order may 

be cancelled, custom modifications and 50% deposits are non-

refundable once time and materials have been expended. Lead 

time overruns do not entitle you to a refund. 

 

I have many  hats to wear, and a lot of work to do, and I will 

finish your order and ship it as soon as possible. While I may 

take a few days to respond, I will be happy to answer your 

questions, modify your order, or advise you of the status of 

your order during the lead time period. 

 

If these terms are not acceptable to you, then let me wish you 

the best in your exploration of subtle energy sciences in 

general, regardless. Perhaps you can use some of the info I 

have placed in the public domain to construct  

your own unit. 

 

~ Jon Logan 
 

A Note: 



 
 

ViBR™ Construction pics & core SFG evolution – prototypes to present



The action of the Scalar Wave emitter inside an appropriately 
shaped metallic cavity generates a vortex in the Aether, 
which acts to stimulate the Ergonite™ outer body and 
release a stream of Orgone or Bioplasmic energy.  
 
In the outer casing, the relative placement of the different 
densities of Ergonite™ is arranged to focus the Bioplasmic 
energy field, making it more intense at the output surface, 
and more directional overall. 
 
The Ergonite™ converts a portion of the Scalar Waves into 
Orgone, but only a portion. The remainder is emitted from 
the device as a powerful medium for carrying Frequencies 
for Rife treatments or subtle information patterns such as are 
used in Radionics, Homeopathy, Dowsing and other similar 
disciplines. 
 
Via contact with the user or connection to a radionic tuner, 
subtle-energy feedback signals enter the vortex generated 
by the ViBR™, to be amplified and re-broadcast.  This 
makes the ViBR™ ideally suited to use as a Radionic 
amplifying transmitter,  and also as an amplifier for Psionics, 
Manifestation, Remote Influence and other practices utilizing 
focused visualization. 
 
Around the coils and crystal core, a reflector formed of 
alternating layers of metal and dielectric serves to focus and 
intensify the scalar field. 
 
The alternating layers of metallic and dielectric materials (as 
pioneered by Wilhelm Reich in his ORAC devices) act to 
partially reflect and therefore focus the scalar waves. Since 
the reflector forms a capacitor, the charge which 
accumulates on this capacitor helps to isolate the mobius 
coils from outside noise.  
 
Purge buttons are included for clearing trends between uses 
or discharging accumulated charges if needed. 



 

 
ViBR™ Series evolution – prototypes to present



With the advent of the ViBR-S in late 2005, a 
breakthrough was reached in terms of size to efficiency.  
 
While the size of the quartz core is the primary consideration, 
and the ViBR™ design does not rely on high quality quartz 
cores, the current design generation uses clarified, refined 
quartz as a standard component. 

 
The ViBR-S 2008e™ has a flawless fused quartz sphere 
measuring apx. 4” / 10 cm in diameter. The spheres are 
made of purified, sintered quartz and are non-polarized. A 
smooth, optically clear Quartz dome replaces the natural 
quartz point familiar from previous design generations.  
 
The ViBR-S is optically condutive from base to tip, making it 
easliy compatible as a significant enhancement to existing 
light therapy systems. Also easy for alignment! 

ViBR-S Prototype 





When a radionic tuning circuit is connected to an actual 
Scalar Wave output device, the effects can be made tens 
or even thousands of times stronger! Yet, as of 2008, 
despite all manner of claims made, no such hardware exists 
on many radionics machines. The ViBR™ is built around an 
‘actual Scalar Wave output device’! 
 

 
 

 
 
Over the last 7 years, many custom versions have been 
produced for clients with specific needs. For experienced 

practitioners and researchers, I am happy to consult with you 
and produce a device tailored to your application.  
 
Options include additional I/O connectivity, other connection 
styles, additional coils or channels, RF or microwave signal 
sources, hardware patches to existing radionics tuners, 
custom-developed Ergonite™ ‘program’ conditioning 
optimized to your application, built-in optical or acoustic 
inputs,  custom colors, or ground-up reworking of the casting 
and exterior body profile, up or down sizing the unit, and a 
range of optional accessories. 

Scalar Electromagnetic waves are created when two electromagnetic 

waves cancel each other.(Fig.1 + Fig.2) = Fig.3. | Fig. 4 represents 

Scalar Wave pattern impressed on a carrier triangle wave. 

 



 
For most users, the standard model is more than adequate.  
 
For first-time buyers, the most useful custom options tend to 
be simple, like a preferred line-in connection style, custom 
color, or a custom Ergonite™ conditioning program, (to 
optimize your VIBR™’s responsiveness to you as an 
individual, or to optimize it for a specific application). 

  
If you have an existing 
signal source, the 
VIBR™ may be ordered 
without the onboard 
signal source, and with 
your choice of 
connection styles and 
impedance matching 
resistance instead. The 
default line in power 
rating is 5W, higher 
ratings are available but 

not required for most tasks. Very low power Scalar Waves 
can produce significant effects! 
 
Advanced users and experienced researchers may feel free 
to take full advantage of the customizability of their unit, 
custom fees are time-and-materials based - Enquire for 

details. 
 
 

Disclaimer 

Wizzers Workshop assumes no liability of any kind for any damages,, real or 

imagined, tangible or intangible, arising from your experimental use of the 

VIBR™ or use of information supplied with the VIBR™ or related to the 

VIBR™. This device is not intended to replace the services of a doctor. 

Paying the deposit on an order constitutes agreement to the terms detailed 

on your invoice. You may have additional rights not listed dependant upon 

your geographic region of residence. 

 



The ViBR full package comes with a basic radionics console 
(ViBR Universal Console) capable of operating 2 output 
modules simultaneously. The console includes either a 
DFMC-1 signal generator as on earlier versions (with 2 
preset frequencies of your choice), or a Z4e zapper (with 3 
preset Rife frequencies and a set of hand held electrodes 
that can be used either for zapping or as radionic contacts 
for sampling or treatment). 
 
The Y-Style tuner  consoles familiar from previous 
versions are now being replaced with a more compact 
sloping console box. The Y-style console box will 
remain available as 
the ViBR III.2.9-F 
console, an optional 
item. 
 
The current versions 
of the ViBR line are 
the ViBR-S 2008e and 
the ViBR-SX 2008e, 
which are built around 
quartz spheres.  I can 
still produce the old-
style huge units with a 
natural quartz point on 
request, but they can 
get prohibitively heavy for shipping (50 to 80 pounds 
packaged). Both ViBR-S and -SX are more advanced 
designs than the ViBR III series, and produce more intense 
output in a much more compact package. This is done  
through higher-quality quartz cores, more advanced internal 
geometry and general refinement of the fabrication process.  
 
The default version is the ViBR-S 2008e. Both versions are  
available with 2 or (optionally)  4 internal coils.  

ViBR™ III.2.9-F Console 



The ViBR offers 3 styles of console, or 
just the output module... 

ViBR™ Passive Console (left) – a 

purely-radionic, non-electric radionics 

tuner designed for the OFP series but 

compatible with the ViBR™ and also 

useable as a small stand-alone 
Radionics station. Featuring a simple 

connection style, it optionally accepts 
an outside signal source (not included). 

The descendant of the ViBR™ II 
passive Radionics Station, reworked 

with both purists & beginners in mind. 

ViBR™ Universal Console (right) -  

the default selection. This is an 
upgraded, advanced version of the 

classic ViBR™ console, with 
expanded I/O connections, the 

capacity to control 2 output modules 
simultaneously, a more conventional 

stick pad design and a compact 

sloping console box. Designed for 

the ViBR™ output modules, but 

also useable as a small stand-alone 

Radionics station. Compatible with 

DFMC-1 or Z4e signal sources, 

photos pending ... 

ViBR™ III.2.9-F Console (left) 

– the classic Y-Style console, 
upgraded to approximate the 

ViBR™  Universal Console 
functionality. Designed for the 

ViBR™ output modules, but also 
useable as a small stand-alone 

Radionics station. Controls only 1 

output module, all other features 

comparable to ViBR™ Universal 

Console. Includes DFMC-1 

onboard signal source only. 

For increased performance, all ViBR™ consoles include miniature Scalar 
Wave generators integrated with sample wells and stick pads (Passive 
Console has additional Scalar Wave source for non-electrical operation). 
All consoles also have Line-In feature for audio or other external signal. 



There are 2 variants of the ViBR available! The heavy-
duty one (ViBR-SX) is available with or without the console. 
The standard one (ViBR-S) comes with a console... 

 
The standard output module and package for cutting-
edge Radionics or Scalar experiments! Accepts audio 
or radionic I/O through the ViBR™ console...

ViBR-S 2008e™ with ViBR III.2.9-F™ Console 
 



ViBR-SX 2008e™ Output Module 

 

The heavy-duty output module for serious RIFE, 
Radionics or Experimental work! Connects directly to 
laptop, MP3 player, benchtop sig gens or the ViBR™ 
consoles... 

Shown with Laptop (not included) and RIFE frequency software. 



 

 
The ViBR-S 2008e Accessory Kit includes: 
 - Wand Accessory – a smaller, hand-held Scalar EM / Bioplasma Emitter. It 

may be directly connected to the headphone jack of a small audio circuit, or used 
with the ViBR™ console. When used with the console, the wand can serve either 
as a psionic input or as a more precise means of targeting the output from the 
radionic circuits for spot work 
or body work. 
- Link Set – a collection of 

small Ergonite™ castings. 
From the 2008e forward, the 
link set has a cup-shaped base 
link which rests atop the output 
module. Of several smaller 
remote links, each has a 
permanent subtle energy 
connection to the base link. 
The remote links may be 
deposited or carried to more 
precisely direct the targeting of 
the Radionic session.  
- Onboard Signal Source (If 

Ordered / If Applicable) –
simple square wave generator for driving 
the Scalar Wave Coils. ViBR™ 
Universal console includes choice of 
DFMC-1 or Z4e, ViBR III.2.9-F™ 
console includes DFMC-1 only.  
- Power Supply (If Applicable) – a North 

American style wall adapter to enable 
operation of the onboard signal source 
from house mains electrical supply. 
- Cabling - Console HD15 & Line-In 
audio cables as applies. 
- Support CD Set – a 2-disk set 
containing supplemental product 
information and Volume 1 of Modern 
Orgone Electronic Magazine™. 
- Fabric Accessory Pouch - keep your 
kit neat and safe. 
- 1 Year Warrantee - parts and 
workmanship / repair or replace. 
- Re-useable Crate – wood w/foam 
packing blocks. 
- Reasonable Tech Support – for term 

of warrantee. 

New for 2008e – HD15 console 

connections – from now on, the 

ViBR™ output modules and consoles 

connect using readily available HD15 

fittings and cables, legacy DIN8 

adapter cables are available as an 

accessory. This does not apply to the 

ViBR Passive console, which uses a 

standard 1/8” / 3.5mm  stereo audio 

connection for maximum simplicity. 

2008e Wand Accessory 



The ViBR™ comes with a 
comprehensive accessory kit, 
warrantee and tech support... 
 

The standard 
ViBR-S is built 
on a quartz 
sphere of apx. 
4” or 100mm   
diameter, the 

heavier-duty 
ViBR-SX uses 
a sphere of 
apx. 6”/150mm  
diameter.  
 

These items are truly individualized pieces, and 
fine details of appearance may vary. 

ViBR-S 2008e™, III.2.9-F Console, Accessory Kit 



ViBR™ Current Pricing: 
Item Comment Price (CAD) 

ViBR™-S 2008e Full Package ViBR™-S output module, ViBR™ 

Universal Console or ViBR passive 

console, accessory package. 

1499.00 

ViBR™-SX 2008e Full Package ViBR™-SX output module, ViBR™ 

Universal Console, accessory package. 

1749.00 

ViBR™-SX Output Module Only ViBR™-SX output module, link set, 

audio cable, support CD set. 

875.00 

ViBR™ Universal Console Only ViBR™ Universal Console and Z4e or 

DFMC-1, power supply, HD15 cable, 

audio cable, support CD set. 

625.00 

ViBR™ Universal Console Only - ESIG ViBR™ Universal Console only (no 

signal generator HD15 cable, audio cable, 
support CD set. 

525.00 

ViBR™ III.2.9-F Console Only ViBR III.2.9-F Console, Power Supply, 

HD15 cable, audio cable, support CD set. 

475.00 

ViBR™ Passive Console Only  ViBR Passive Console, audio cable, 

support CD set. 

375.00 

ViBR™ Wand Accessory Only Wand Accessory Only, 3.5mm / 1/8” 

stereo audio connection on 6’-8’ cable. 

75.00 

External Witness Pad Only Large, flat witness / sample plate with 

integrated Scalar Wave Element, for use 
with photos or other large sample 

materials, connects to ViBR™ consoles. 

150.00 

ViBR™ DIN8 to HD15 Cable Accessory 

Only 

Patches from legacy DIN8 connections to 

current HD15.  

45.00 

Link Set Accessory Only 1 base and 3 remote links. 35.00 

Basic Customized Package Custom Ergonite™™ program, 1 style of 

custom I/O connections, Custom Color of 
textured paint 

125.00 

Upgrade to Custom Color Only Custom color of textured paint 25.00 

Upgrade to 4 Coils  Upgrade any of the above output modules 

to 4 internal toroidal mobius coils. 

250.00 

Upgrade to Custom Ergonite™ 

Conditioning Only 

Ergonite™ Mixture and Conditioning to 

your specs. 

Enquire for details 

Upgrade to Custom Casting / Ext. Profile Reworking of the exterior profile, over 

sizing, other major design changes, or 

consulting on the above 

Enquire for details 

Full Connections Upgrade 2 styles of custom I/O connections, 

standard HD15 ViBR™ Console 
connection, custom impedance matching 

resistance @ 100W max input, 2-source 

selector 

150.00 

Simple Terms: 50% is due when the order is placed, and the balance around six 

months later when it is ready to be shipped.  PayPal® is the preferred method for 
intl. payments, cheque or money order (may be held unitl it clears) or Western 
Union® also accepted. Shipping charges apply, for ViBR™ Packages North 

American shipping is 55.00, worldwide shipping is 100.00. Above for Expedited 
Parcel (North Am.) and regular surface mail (World wd.) respectively, faster 
shipping options may be available – enquire for details. These are simplified 
terms, full terms are detailed in the invoice you will receive when placing an 
order. 
 

4 – Payment – Purchases : On orders over 1000.00, arrangement 
for 4 equal payments of 25% (every other month) may be available. If 
so, the lead time estimate (conditional on payments) is eight months. 



 
 

The Support CD set contains 
not only a user manual for the 
ViBR™, but also a selection of 
other publications from Wizzers 
Workshop, including How to Beat 
Problem Energy,  an introduction 
to working with Ergonite™ 
material, several audio files for 
use with the ViBR™, free 
starter copies of radionics and 
frequency treatment software, 
and 4 issues of Modern Orgone 
- a research journal dealing 
with applied metaphysics and 
metaphysical technology! Many 
eBay vendors sell packages 
like this.. 
 

At Wizzers Workshop,  
the current release 
package is always included free  
with  your ViBR™ order! 
Contact orders@littlemountainsmudge.com  or jon7@img.net  to 
place your order, and make this truly unique device your own.

mailto:jon7@img.net
mailto:jon7@img.net
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